DATE: 8 Nov 15

TO: The Hon. Joe Biden
Vice President/The White House

FROM: Amb Lee E. Wanta

MESSAGE: "Puppet Masters" Destroy U.S. President Ronald Wilson Reagan's Domestic & International Presidential Legacy

cc: All Stations
Lee Emil Wanta [birth name] is a US Citizen, born in Stevens Point, Wisconsin in June 11, 1940. [Leo Emil Wanta is his Baptism name]. For a period of time he worked as a Deputy Sheriff in his home town and rose in rank to Executive Vice President for the Waukesha County Special Deputy Sheriffs’ Association in Waukesha, Wisconsin. It was in January 1981 that Lee Wanta, as a private citizen [not as a government employee], became a Secret Agent who reported directly to and was mandated by President Ronald W. Reagan under the Totten Doctrine [92 U.S. 105,107]. He accepted missions as ordered by the President of the United States to whom he directly reported. There are books and articles about the last 25 years of his life and the fortune he amassed, all available on the internet and on Amazon.com.

About his Somali Ambassadorship:
In 1993 Lee Emil Wanta was named by the Somali government as Ambassador to Switzerland and Canada as part of his mission under the Totten Doctrine to promote Operation: “Restore Hope”, which was a project to direct the transformation of Somalia by the United States into a modern economy, equipped with new ports, airports, military bases and other infrastructure. Although his Ambassadorship has never been revoked, he has not been actively involved with that country since that time.

About the Federal court case when he sued the United States to release his personal money so he could repatriate his overseas funds/assets and finally, among other things, begin the HSR [high speed rail—230mph min.], his gift to America: Although the Court case was ultimately dismissed for jurisdictional reasons, Judge Gerald Bruce Lee of the United States District Court in Richmond, VA, in Wanta vs. United States of America, Case No. 02-1363-A, pronounced that his “sole remedy was to proceed with the liquidation of his [overseas] corporations and report these transactions to the Internal Revenue Service…”, which he did and the government is still holding his private funds, for which a 35% repatriation tax will be subtracted upon their release. At this point they are held by the U.S. Treasury in Wanta’s name in off-balance sheet accounts, with the plan to be sent to one or more Custodial [custody] account at banks in the United States with Wanta as sole Principal, Trustor of account.

Banking Request: To open a Custodial [Custody] Safekeeping account with Wanta as sole Principal-Trustor Signatory of account. One of his major goals is as mentioned above, is use his own funds in this account to finally build a High Speed Rail in United States and Canada [minimum 230 mph] with no cost to the American public. After the Custodial account is open, Wanta’s funds would be deposited into the bank in the form of a U.S. Treasury Direct Deposit [Treasury Direct], after all repatriation taxes are subtracted. The accounts must be custody/custodian accounts [where the Wanta funds are held separately from bank’s assets [for a fee]], where the bank is the Custodian and Wanta is the sole Principal, Trustor of account(s). This is similar to a lawyer’s escrow account, with the same safekeeping of the funds, but in that instance, only the lawyer would have access to the movement of funds, and in this instance, it would be Wanta that has the access as Trustor of his own funds/assets, and in that way, he could finally, inter alia, make financial commitments to build this High Speed Rail for the American people.
(11) Pictures of the death scene were lost. Since the death related to the highest federal official to die under mysterious circumstances since JFK’s death, it is hardly likely that they were simply lost.

(12) Park Police told Fiske’s investigators that X-rays of Foster’s body were not obtained, when Park Police reports state X-rays were taken.

(13) None of the neighbors at the death scene were interviewed.

(14) Fiske investigators pressured the person who first found the body to change his statements about the crime scene (The person had clearly stated initially that he saw both hands and that neither of them held a gun, while Park Police reported a gun in Foster’s right hand).

(15) Observations by first people on the scene of additional wounds on Foster’s head were not recorded on official reports.

(16) Later FBI medical reports reported two drugs in Foster’s blood when the first medical examiner didn’t find any.

(17) Note found in Foster’s briefcase, under mysterious circumstances, was torn into over two dozen pieces, without leaving any finger prints.

(18) Government refusal to release the medical examiner’s report.

Because of these suspicious circumstances, the Wall Street Journal filed a federal lawsuit under the Freedom of Information Act seeking to obtain the autopsy report on Foster. Clinton's Justice Department refused to release the report, despite the fact that unless there was a murder with political implications, there could not possibly be any justification for refusing to release it. The special counsel appointed by the Justice Department, Robert Fiske, also refused to release the autopsy report to the public, simultaneously stating that the death was a suicide. If so, why couldn’t the autopsy report be released?

The Western Journalism Center had a full-page announcement in the New York Times on August 28, 1994, raising these same points and more. Many of these same points were raised in other reports. On June 4, 1995, Accuracy in Media, had a full page ad in the New York Times, listing the many irregularities in the Foster death, and chastising the mainstream media for not pursuing the matter, and alleging that the death was not a suicide. The New York Post, the Johnson-Smick Report, Accuracy in Media, and many other publications, also raised doubts about the reported suicide, as they reported that Foster’s death appeared to be murder, associated with a massive coverup.

CONTINUING THE PATTERN OF COVERUPS
BY INDEPENDENT COUNSEL

Independent counsel Kenneth Starr issued a statement in July 1997 stating that Foster had committed suicide. I know of no independent counsel “investigation” that did not cover up for hard-core misconduct, including of course, October Surprise, Iran-Contra, and Inslaw. Starr’s performance, his continued legal representation of clients, some with conflicting interests, portrayed an impending coverup.

FOREIGN MEDIA CIRCUMVENTS U.S. MEDIA COVERUP

The London Sunday Telegraph exposed many of the scandals occurring in the Clinton Administration, many of the articles written by Washington-based columnist Ambrose Pritchard. The Sunday Telegraph was at the forefront reporting the illegal arms sales in the Iran-Contra affair, while the U.S.
mainstream press kept the lid on the scandal. The Telegraph was years ahead of the mainstream American press in revealing the massive CIA drug trafficking into the United States. It was far ahead in exposing the murder of Vincent Foster and his secret foreign travels.

FOSTER'S SECRET EUROPEAN TRIPS

Foster apparently made several secret trips to Switzerland, catching a return flight to the United States within hours of his arrival. A London Sunday Telegraph article stated in part:

The records show that Foster bought a ticket to Switzerland during that early phase of the Clinton presidential bid—traveling on American Airlines from Little Rock to Paris with a connection to Geneva on Swiss Air. The return flight was booked for November 3, giving him less than one full day on the ground in Switzerland. The cost was $1,490.

A year later he did exactly the same thing, darting in and out of the country on December 7, 1992—during the presidential transition period—he bought a ticket from Little Rock to Geneva, via Paris, returning on December 9.

Finally, on July 1, 1993, he purchased a ticket through the White House Travel Office from Washington to Geneva on TWA and Swiss Air, reimbursing the White House from his personal American Express card. But he never made the trip and was refunded by Swiss Air on July 8.

Several days later [on July 20, 1993], he was found dead in a Virginia park next to the residence of the Saudi ambassador. Independent experts have described the crime scene as a textbook case of a murder made to look like a suicide.

These are only a sample of the flights, not the full picture. On December 20, 1988, for example, he flew to Baranov in remote Turkish Kurdistan. At his death he had built up more than 500,000 "air-miles" on the frequent flyer programs of major U.S. Airlines. On Delta he apparently built up 197,883 miles. Much of it came from flying overseas. His foreign flights on Delta during the late 1980s and early 1990s were often purchased at "executive fares," a category of discount available only to senior government officials—or contract operatives doing work for the federal government. That raises the question: was Foster a U.S. agent at a time when he was ostensibly in private practice as a Little Rock lawyer?

Sources close to the Foster family say that his widow, Lisa, was not aware of any trips he made to Switzerland, which suggests that he was not engaged in routine work for the Rose Law Firm.

A psychiatrist told the FBI that he was contacted on July 16, 1993, by Foster's sister, Sheila Anthony, a top official at the Justice Department. She told him that Foster was working on "top secret" issues at the White House and "that his depression was directly related to highly sensitive and confidential matters."

Many in Washington believe that the investigation by Robert Fiske last year was a charade and a black mark on the American judicial system. It reached the conclusion that Foster committed suicide before much of the forensic evidence had been analyzed by the FBI crime labs, before
key witnesses had been interviewed, and before the autopsy review by
independent experts. Several of the FBI documents appear to have been
doctored. One official close to the investigation has described the scale
of lying and fabrication by government officials as staggering.

What is it about the death of Vince Foster that has caused every-
investigation to recoil? First, the U.S. Park Police, then the Fiske
investigation, then the Senate Banking Committee and now, perhaps, Kenneth
Starr's team.

FURTHER SUPPORT FOR THE SECRET TRIPS

One of my sources, Leo Wanta, had European meetings scheduled with
Vincent Foster. Wanta was involved in international currency dealings. Wanta
started communicating with me in July 1995, describing his activities with the
CIA, the role he played in destabilizing the Russian ruble, his contacts with
Vincent Foster, and other activities involving sophisticated global money matters.
Some of Wanta's activities destabilizing the USSR economy were described in
Thieves' World.613

Wanta said that he had a scheduled meeting in Europe to meet Vincent Foster
involving currency transactions. This coincided with the travel plans described
by the London Sunday Telegraph and also by former associate editor at Forbes
Magazine, James Norman.

Wanta said that Vincent Foster and William Barr were working together
in moving huge quantities of U.S. dollars in Europe. Foster was scheduled to
meet with a financial group to finalize his monetary request for $250 million
in favor of the Children's Defense Fund, allegedly a front for surreptitious
activities. The meeting was scheduled in Geneva for July 7, 1993. (Foster died
on July 20, 1993.) Hotel reservations were made by Wanta's group for Foster

Wanta said that Robert Nash, formerly of Arkansas Development Finance
Authority (ADFA) was involved, and had reportedly transmitted funds to the
Wanta group to cover currency transactions. Wanta said that Nash has remitted
$500,000 for initial currency trading to the Bank of China. ADFA did
considerable foreign currency trading and other financial transactions in overseas
markets. President Bill Clinton appointed Nash to a position in the U.S.
Department of Defense.

Vincent Foster had requested from AmeriTrust Corporation, in which Wanta
was involved, $250 million over a 24 month period from U.S. government
proceeds of bank debenture contracts approved by Richard Breeden of Securities
Exchange Commission and U.S. State Department. This required the approval of
the U.S. Treasury.

Foster was assisting Wanta on various sensitive projects, involving U.S.
atorney Joe Donahue, Richard Secord, Eduard Shevardnadze of the Republic
of Georgia. Wanta's scheduled July 1993 meeting with Foster in Tbilisis, Georgia
concerned these projects.

Foster was working with Wanta to obtain for Wanta diplomatic appointment
for Somalia, and the delivery of 90 million barrels of Saudi light oil to Houston.

613 Thieves' World, Claire Sterling, Simon & Shuster.
Texas, under contract with White Cloud Petroleum Corporation of Delaware, and MiApollo Investments Limited.

The July 7, 1993 scheduled meeting with Foster never occurred as on July 7, 1992 Wanta was arrested in Lausanne, Switzerland, on a warrant from Wisconsin for alleged tax evasion. This may explain why Foster canceled his TWA plane reservation to Europe.

Wanta described the operations of AmeriChina Global Management Group, Ltd., that was a CIA operation, working in close contact with a CIA group aligned with former CIA director Bill Casey. He described AmeriTrust as a group that handles sensitive U.S. government contracts in prime bank debentures and currency movements. Wanta referred to the involvement in these currency transactions by covert agencies, referring to them as MiApollo.614

Wanta was working with U.S. and Russian Mafia figures, including Jack Tremonti and Martin Gulewicz. Tremonti was believed initially associated with the Mafia in Detroit. Gulewicz had been involved in drug trafficking. One of Wanta's companies was called New Republic Financial Group. Another company involved in the currency trading, Global Tactical Services, based in Duncan, Oklahoma, was headed by Tremonti. It is believed that Wanta and those he worked with had reduced the value of the ruble about 50 percent and 1990, through fraudulent currency transactions. It is also believed that they had the protection of the CIA and other intelligence agencies during this period.

Wanta said that the United States government issued executive orders to assist Russian programs, and then defeated the programs. Instead of using these programs to strengthen their economy, the KGB dumped massive amounts of Russian rubles, that were cash reserves, to Asian/Ausko. This devalued their own currency, but provided them huge personal gain.

Wanta said that he was the coordinator for the U.S. government and USSR-Russian partner in Russia. He also described how Saudi Arabia's King Faisal authorized a $90 million humanitarian grant under Operation Restore Hope.

PATTERN OF ASSASSINATIONS, MYSTERIOUS DEATHS, BRUTAL PHYSICAL ATTACKS, AND WARNINGS
The threats, beatings, killings, and mysterious deaths of people who had information relating to Clinton or the CIA Arkansas activities, continued after Clinton became president. At least half a dozen people were murdered who posed a threat of exposure.

CONVENIENT DEATHS
Luther “Jerry” Parks, a private investigator employed to provide security for Governor Clinton during the presidential campaign, had accumulated a file on Clinton's activities, including drug use and sexual escapades. When this file became known to Clinton, the phone lines were cut, the burglar alarm disabled, and the file stolen from Parks' home. Later, Park was ambushed and killed in his car on September 26, 1993, as a result of repeated shots, indicating a determination that he be killed. Shortly after his murder, federal investigators were pulled off the case by the Clinton administration.

614 "M" stands for military; "I" stands for intelligence. Military-intelligence-Apollo.
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Fighting extradition, Parker filed into court records the Expanded Second Edition of Defrauding America, referring to the sections explaining Parker's CIA activities and telling how Justice Department officials sought to silence or discredit CIA assets by filing sham charges and incarceration. The judge refused to honor the extradition papers from Arizona, ordering Parker released from custody. Parker felt that the book played a role in his release.

Meeting Foster at Mena

Before I would eventually lose contact with Parker, he described to me during a June 1994 telephone call a meeting he had at Mena, Arkansas at which there were present CIA asset Terry Reed and Rose Law Firm partner Vincent Foster. Parker said that CIA money laundering was the primary topic of discussion. This meeting provided extra support for the fact that the law firm was involved in the CIA-related activities.

Another source that I describe in Defrauding America, Leo Wanta, who played a role in destabilizing the Russian currency, described meetings he had in Europe with Vincent Foster.

During the years following these events Parker told me he wanted nothing else to do with any of the corruption in government. He felt that the nation’s checks and balances were too corrupt, the public too illiterate about government misconduct, and too indifferent, for anyone to show any meaningful concern.

OSS-CIA Veteran Russell Bowen

Former OSS-CIA veteran, Russell Bowen, revealed considerable undercover activities to me when we first met in the early 1990s. Our somewhat similar backgrounds caused him to confide things in me that he ordinarily would not have done. Both of us were World War II pilots. We had flown in international operations and especially in the Middle East. And we had both flown the Curtis C-46 airplane which appears to bond into a group those pilots who have flown it. It was huge for the time, and when one of the two engines failed, it was like hanging onto a raging tiger to keep the plane under control. (This broad aviation background, and my crusader activities, gave me a camaraderie relationship with many deep-cover sources that I acquired over the years.)

Bowen gave me many hours of information concerning his activities for the OSS and CIA. Much of what Bowen told me was confirmed by other deep-cover operatives. The amount of information he provided was nothing near what Russbacher provided, but it still was valuable to understand the actions of the CIA and its predecessor during World War II, the Office of Strategic Services.

Bowen was a pilot in World War II flying P-38’s with the rank of Lieutenant Colonel. He received the Distinguished Flying Cross, the Distinguished Service Medal, and other decorations for meritorious service. He said he was the youngest P-38 fighter pilot at that time.

Bowen in OSS and Then CIA Faction Three

During World War II, Bowen was brought into the OSS by General William Donovan, who was selected by President Franklin Roosevelt to form this intelligence unit. When President Truman disbanded the OSS in 1947, several
DECADES OF CIA DRUG TRAFFICKING

A dozen OSS members secretly maintained their organization under the cover of the CIA and were known as "Faction Three" in the Central Intelligence Agency. Bowen was part of a group of about seventy-five people from the former Office of Strategic Services (OSS).

In his OSS/CIA role, Bowen was the pilot for United Nations Secretary General Dag Hammarskjold, the Shah of Iran, and eventually Fulgencio Batista, the former dictator of Cuba. My flight paths and Bowen's had crossed when my piloting duties took me to the Middle East on temporary assignment from my base at Oakland, California. I flew Moslem pilgrims to Mecca during the summer months in the mid-1950s, and also flew through Middle East countries flying planes containing over 1600 monkeys from New Delhi, India to the United States for the Salk polio vaccine program. Bowen often flew DC-3 and C-46 aircraft from Kabul, Afghanistan to Beirut via Teheran, the route that I frequently flew in the same type of aircraft. Bowen was flying material for the CIA.

Bowen surprised me when he said that two employees of the airline that I worked for, Transocean Airlines, were CIA operatives: Allan A. Barrie, General Manager for Iranian Airways in Teheran, and Henry F. "Hank" Maierhoff. I had flown for Transocean Airlines and had known them when I flew in the Middle East during the early 1950s but had no idea they were engaged in such activities. Bowen started up several airlines in South America after the war that served as covers for the CIA.

Casey's Undercover CIA Operations

Bowen said that he reported directly to William Casey in the CIA during the 1960s and 1970s. He indicated that Casey was with the CIA in a covert capacity after World War II and long before becoming its director in 1981. Bowen said that he flew dozens of covert CIA operations in the Middle East and Latin America, under Casey's direction. Bowen also mentioned meeting Casey and other handlers on his trips to Washington at secret places and receiving verbal instructions and suitcases filled with money.

Casey was part of the OSS during World War II until it was disbanded by President Truman in 1947. He then became a covert operative for the CIA with no publicized connection to the Agency until 1981, when President Reagan appointed him Director of the CIA.

Bowen elaborated upon his dealings with the Medellin and Cali drug cartels as a CIA operative and the role played by the Mossad in these dealings. Bowen was a friend of Theodore Shackley, a CIA kingpin in CIA drug activities, working closely with the cartels. Bowen said that the CIA provided Theodore Shackley the alias of Robert Haynes. Bowen worked with Shackley from the early 1950s to 1984.

Crashing in the Andes

In 1959, Shackley was on board a C-46 aircraft flown by Bowen when an engine failure forced them to crash-land on the eastern slopes of the Andes in Bolivia. I've also flown C-46 aircraft, and know that with an engine out, it is very difficult to maintain level flight, and especially at the high altitude being flown over the Andes. The plane crashed, but everyone survived.
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Lee Wanta, American Hero

By Preston James, Ph.D on April 21, 2014

Here is the True Story of Lee Wanta and how he served our Great Nation America as President Reagan’s Secret Agent under the Totten Doctrine as told by his Biographer Marilyn Barnewall.

This Story is still Major News and as many VT readers know, Lee Wanta continues to work implementing his detailed and Well Financed Plan to Revitalize America and strengthen its Monetary System.(1)

Marilyn Barnewall**, his Biographer, appeared on the James Martinez Radio Show in the Spring of 2011. This article is a transcript of what she said which was published on a Blog by “Old Dog” soon thereafter on April 29, 2011.(2)

(Note: James Martinez introduced Marilyn Barnewall to his radio audience and proceeded to let her talk without interruption for an hour about Ambassador Leo/Lee Wanta. Following are her comments)

Hopefully, if all goes well today and we continue with the second hour on Thursday, we’ll be able to explain why what you said on your blog about today’s show is true, James: The Leo Wanta Story is the most important news story of 2011. Actually, it’s been the most important news story since July 7 1993, when Lee Wanta was arrested – but we all understand that the mainstream media doesn’t pay attention to real news. It takes the Internet and talk radio to deal with important issues that no one wants to talk about.
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Ambassador Lee E. Wanta Releases His Biography

July 21st 2015

For Immediate Release

It was announced today that the long anticipated biography of Ambassador Lee E. Wanta has been released and is now available to the public on Amazon. This is the only authorized biography of the Personal Intelligence Coordinator and Secret Agent who was mandated under President Ronald Wilson Reagan. The 350 page biography is backed up with hundreds of accessible documents to provide evidence and verification for the story of Lee Wanta’s life. The content released in this biography is sensitive, controversial and timely. Much of it has never before been shared with the American public. The subject matter it addresses has its historical foundation in Lee Wanta’s secret work under President Reagan to bring down the Soviet Union, financially ending the Cold War without firing a single shot. It explains how he privately amassed trillions of dollars and what he is going to do with these funds going forward. It provides in-depth information about how the Non-Government Federal Reserve and the Corporation State of Wisconsin hijacked his funds, as well as the criminal and corrupt way that they operate through a system of Puppet Masters. The biography contains new never-released Intel information regarding Vince Foster and Hillary Clinton receiving 250 million dollars from Lee Wanta for the Children’s Defense Fund which has never been accounted for. The same day these funds were transferred he was put in prison and shortly after Vince Foster died. This biography asks hard questions that need to be addressed by many well-known politicians. It explains how the Corporate State of Wisconsin operates well outside the Constitution and how they continue to operate this way under the administration of Governor Scott Walker. It exposes current activities in the Ukraine and corrupt destabilization efforts happening throughout the nation and world, and most importantly, who is behind it all. Learn how Congress has censored and suppressed information that should have been disclosed under Title 18 Section 4 and Section 201 and how some elected officials are using bribery and extortion to get to Lee’s funds. Because of the sensitive nature of the content and some of the new information regarding Presidential candidates from both parties, it could have possible implications on the upcoming election.

The biography helps dispel any doubts as to who Lee Wanta really is, about the $31.2 trillion he controls now, and what his goals are to help the country to rid itself of political corruption and get us back to a strong financial footing again as a world leader. The author of the biography is Lee Wanta himself, and has been edited by Lon Gibby, and published by Viking International LLC. A documentary film entitled Eagle One to Wanta is in production by Gibby Media Group, Inc. To follow this release of the biography the documentary will be released in 2016 www.eagleonetowanta.com.
Ambassador Lee E. Wanta's timely biography helps to clear up some of this confusion and restores hope that we can get our nation back in line with our Constitution: We the People and by the People.

For more information contact

509-467-1113
Lon Gibby
CEO Gibby Media Group, Inc.,

Copies of the biography can be obtained on Amazon

LEE WANTA
The 31.2 Trillion U.S. Dollar Man

His authorized biography will shake the world and change history. President Reagan and his Secret Agent Ambassador Lee Emil Wanta masterminded a creative way to financially take down the Economy of the Soviet Union (Evil Empire) without firing a shot.

The 321 trillion U.S. dollars he amassed in the process has finally been recovered and accounted for after it was hijacked by criminal non-Government organizations known as the Federal Reserve, and the Corporate State of Wisconsin.

Learn More at www.eagleonetowanta.com

Available on Amazon

Published by Viking International, LLC